
Part A: add x or ÷ 
1) 2)

3) 27 ÷        = 3 4) x 3 = 30

5) 3 x        =  33 6) ÷  3 = 17

Thursday 14th January 
         Maths



Part B:
Complete 
these 
fact families



 

 

Vocabulary: 

 

Burden 

Puckering 

Absent-mindedly 

 

 

 

     
Task: 

1. Explain Harmony’s private joke. Pg2 
2. Why did the Siamese Cat stalk off? Pg3 
3. Why did Uncle Ginger call Harmony? Pg4 
4. What were Harmony’s family doing while she was speaking to her uncle? Pg5 
5. Why was Harmony only answering in ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ to her uncle? Explain your answer.  

Pg 6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction: 

Harmony and Melody both went to answer the door. It was 
a traffic warden holding a rabbit. She decided to call him a 
Newt, which is an amphibian. He told Mr Parker that they 
could let the rabbit stay with his daughters until they 
found the rabbits owners. Reluctantly, he agreed. The 
Newt handed over the rabbit which the author referred to 
as his duty that caused him anxiety or a nuisance (burden). 
Harmony was delighted! She took the rabbit back to her 
den and watched it tightly gather its nose into wrinkles 
(puckering).  She was so happy about her wish that she 
rubbed the 50p without thought (absent-mindedly) and 
wished that her Uncle knew she’d solved the riddle. What 
do you think happened next? Let’s read and find out. 
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Writing 

It’s time to do your independent persuasive letter. This will take 2 days to write as you need to 
make sure you check your work every time you finish a paragraph. You will need the following: 

1. Model Text (Pack 1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Plan of persuasive letter (Pack 2) 

 

Don’t forget to add both addresses at 
the top and the date.  

Start the letter with Dear Miss Faddy, 

 

Don’t forget there should 
be 5 paragraphs in total. 

 



3. Success criteria: (Pack 2) 
1. ____________________________________________________________ 

 
2. ____________________________________________________________ 

 
3. ____________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Shared write of introduction (Pack 5) and a paragraph (Pack 6).  
 

 

5. Word banks. 

 

6. Checklist 
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Lesson 2

What are some of the key physical  
features of Europe?

Key Knowledge Key Vocabulary

• Geography can be separated into human and physical 

• Human features are linked to human activity

• Physical features are linked to the natural world 

• There are many physical features found across Europe

• The physical features of Europe are varied 

• There are mountains, rivers, lakes, forests and coastlines

• physical 

• human 

• mountain

• river

• fjord

• lake 

• forest

• coastline

 Knowledge Quiz 3.1 

1. Europe is a __________________________ in the ____________________________ Hemisphere. 

2. How many different countries are in Europe?

3. Which continent is Europe joined to?

4. Which of these are regions of Europe?

5. Countries that spread across more than one continent are called:

twocontinental handscontinental transcontinental

continent Southern Northerncountry 

under 40 over 40 over 60under 20

South America Oceania AsiaNorth America 

Southern Europe Eastern Europe Western Europe Northern Europe

spreadcontinental
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 What do you know about Europe?

 What is the difference between human and physical geography?

When we learn about the world around us, we are learning 
about human geography and physical geography. 

Human geography is anything to do with people, how they  
live in the world and the things they do to the world. Human 
geography includes settlements, languages, money  
and monuments.

Physical geography is anything to do with the natural world.  
It includes rivers, mountains, hills and coasts.

 Which two groups can geography be separated into?

1.  
2.  

Give one example of human geography:  

Give one example of physical geography:  



 

 

Year 3 Unit 3: Lesson 2 

trade currency 

mountains religion 

language hills 

farming monuments 

buildings lakes 

rivers population 

oceans forests 
 

 

 

 

trade currency 

mountains religion 

language hills 

farming monuments 

buildings lakes 

rivers population 

oceans forests 
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 Sort the vocabulary into human and physical geography:

Human Features Physical Features

 Which physical features are found across Europe?

Physical features are features that exist naturally. They have not been built by humans and 
include hills, mountains, rivers, lakes and coastlines. Across the continent of Europe there are many 
amazing physical features — the ones below are only some of them. 

The tallest mountain in Europe is called Mount Elbrus and is 
located in southeast Russia, in the Caucasus Mountain range 
(which run through Europe and Asia). Mount Elbrus is 5642 metres 
tall and is actually a dormant volcano. A dormant volcano is 
a volcano which has not erupted in a very, very long time but 
might erupt again one day in the future. It is very cold and can 
get very stormy at the top of Mount Elbrus. 

Another famous mountain range in Europe is the Alps. The 
Alps are the highest and longest mountain range that only 
runs through Europe. The mountains span across eight different 
European countries: France, Switzerland, Monaco, Italy, 
Liechtenstein, Austria, Germany and Slovenia. The tallest 
mountain in the Alps is Mont Blanc. In the summer months, 
people like to go walking in the Alps and in the winter,  
many people visit them to go skiing. 



Music
Wednesdays!

Singing Assemblies

One Voice Choir

KS1 with Rosie at 10:30am-10:45am
Y3 & 4 with Bryony at 11:00am - 11:15am
Y5 & 6 with Paulina at 1:30pm - 1:45pm

4:00pm - 4:45pm on Microsoft Teams

on YouTube




